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Soccer is played extensively throughout the world.
As the
popularity of soccer increases in America, a development of the
teaching and coaching techniques is needed.
Despite the
increasing amount of soccer literature, the soccer throw-in skill
has been understated.
Up to date, only a few studies have
assessed the throw-in biomechanically (Lueft, 1965; Kline, 1980;
Levendusky, 1982> and have provided some descriptive data
concerning kinematics and kinetics.
The throw-in is a unique
throwing motion in that both hands must be used, the ball must
come from behind the head forward, and both feet must maintain
contact with the ground until release as stipulated by the laws of
the game (FIFA, 1977).
As a result, the coordination of the upper
ody movements and the supporting lower body enable a player to
throw for longer distances.
There are generally two types of stances employed when
performing the soccer throw-in.
The staggered stance, used more
commonly for longer throws, involves the thrower facing the field
of play with one foot ahead of the other.
The square stance
involves a side by side foot position with both feet perpendicular
to the field of play.
There have been two investigations by
Vennell (1967) and Wun (1969) which determined that the staggered
stance with a short approach generated the maximum throwing
distance or range. The purpose of the present study was to
evaluate selected biomechanical parameters of the staggered stance
throw-in.
INSTRUMENTATION
The present study employed both cinematographic and force
analysis techniques to examine the biomechanical principles
involved in the long throw-in.
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All throws were filmed with a 16 mm-1P Photosonic recording
c mera.
An all white, regulation MITRE soccer ball was used for
all trials in order to more easily collect data From the film
records.
The camera was placed perpendicula to the plane 0
mo ion at a distance of 12 m~ters from the center of the force
platform.
The camer
was set at 100 frames per second.
A lmlng
light, which was built into the camera mechanism, op_rated at lOO
Th
amera
Hz and served as an additional check on fra e rate.
was fitted with a 25 mm lens.
The lens wa
1 met r from the
gro nd when the camera w s in place.
The ana ysis of film r cords
wa performed using a Vanguard Motion Analyzer, Model M-1b
which was interfaced with a comput r system.
n,e anqular
velocities were determined by using the angle m sur lng scrwen on
the motion analyzer.
A computer program assist d with
h
analysis of body movements, and the computJn of the means.
The kinetic parameters were analyzed from data colle
d from
the fm-CB analysis instrLlments.
The force pl.tform depict d HI
Figure 1, measures 40cm M 60cm.
It is a Kistle
ype 803 six

IDENTIFICATION OF FORCES

- Z (Vertical)

Direction of
Approach

-x

Figure 1.

(Fore and Aft)

Force platform and identification of
ground reaction forces.

component force measuring platform.
A Honeywell model 1858 CRT
Visicorder was used with the platform to record fore and aft (XI
and vertical ( l ) forces.
?\lthough the lateral (YI forces ",ere
recorded, they were disregarded in the analysi
because of minimal
effect.
The Visicorder was set at 500 newtons of force per major
division, and the chart speed operated at four inches per second.
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PROCEDURES
Twelv~ male college va~sity soccer players from an NCAA
Division 11 progr~m were selected for this stUdy.
All subjects
attended a practice session to become accustomed with the
procedure for testing.
The selected kinemat1c and kinetic
parameters studied in the present study included three main areas
of investigat10n:
angular segmental velocities of the upper body
joints, ground reaction Forces from the throwing surface, and
projectile motion factors that affect the flight ~nd distance the
ball travels.
The mean angular segmental velocities were recorded
at .01 second intervals about the hip, shoulder, elbow, and wrist
joints beginning at .J.2 seconds prior to release.
The mean ground
reaction forces recorded were fore ~nd aft <X) and ve~tical (2)
forces during time intervals of .01 seconds.
The beginning of
recording for these forces was .20 seconds prior to release.
The
projectile motion factors identified and measured were:
mean
angle of release, mean instantaneous velocity at release, mean
height of release, mean estimated distance, and mean actual
distance the ball traveled in flight.
After signing an informed consent form, the subjects were
instructed to throw naturally for maximal distance on all throws.
The subjects made several practice throws, and had their upper
body joints marked before testing.
These joint markings of the
hip, s~ulder, elbow, and wrist were utilized in the analysis of
segmental angular velocities.
The throwing area had a three meter
approach area that allowed the subjects to take a moving start
before throwing from the force platform.
Only the lead foot was
able to fully contacl the force platform.
All throws were
performed in a legal manner according to the laws of the game
established by the world-wide governing body of soccer, the
Federation lnternationale de'Footbal1 Association (FIFA, 1977).
The selection of the best throw for biomechanical analysis
was determined by the ball which traveled the farthest.
The upper body was treated as a bilateral moving system.
The
bilateral segmental method, as described by Sanders (1977),
considers the body to be comprised of an adjoining system of
segments.
The angular velocities of each body segment rotating
about the hip, shoulder, elbow, and wrist were identified for each
subject at .01 second intervals.
This provided mean angular
velocities for each time interval starling at .12 seconds prior to
release.
The force tracings which recorded the fore and aft (X) ~nd
vertical Cll forces provided a record which was similarly diVided
into .01 second time intervals for analysis.
The forces were
examined from .20 seconds prior to release to the point of
release, and means were calculated for each time interval.
The
film records provided a total time of contact on the platform by
the lead foot from initial contact to the release point.
The time
recorded on film served as an indicator of force pattern occurence
for matching film and force records.
The projectile motion measurements were also measured from
the film records.
The angle of release, instantaneous velocity,
and height of release were determined using the motion analyzer
and computer analysis system.
The mean for each of these
parameters was calculated.
Each throw also had an estimated range
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or distance calculated using the aforementioned facto 5 in al
es ima ed distance formula (8arham, 1978; p. 196).
he a t dl
distan e was then subtracted from t e est mated dlslan e to
det rmine the effect of air resistance on the ball in flight.

RESU TS
The measurement of angular velocities of the upp r ba v
segments was made so that da a might be made av 11 ble to compare
with other throwing molions.
The body was ey mined as a segmenlal
link system, and he velocities were reco ded at he h p (tru I
segment), shoulder (upper arm), elbow (lower arm), and wr1st
(hand) joints.
The means were found for e ch of theseoints from
.12 seconds prior to release to the moment of reI ase.
Tabl
shows the mean values for each of the upper body JOints.

TABLE I.

STAGGERED STANCE THROW-IN MEAl'.

ANGULAR VELOCITIES OF UPPER BODY JOINTS
(RADIANS PER SECOND)

TIME

HIP

SHOULDER

ELBOII

WRIST

(TRUNK)

(UPPER ARM)

(LOHER ARM)

(HAND)

.12

4.44

- .87

.78

-2.57

.H

4.56

.74

- 5.83

-2.28

.10

4.96

2.55

- 4.21

-1. 51

.09

5.37

3.95

- 1. 91

- .09

.08

5.94

4.51

1. 09

2.06

.07

5.91

5.14

4.23

2.88

.06

6.10

5.76

6.39

2.09

.05

6.10

5.30

9.74

1.04
1.00

.04

5.69

4.66

13.58

.03

5.29

3.76

16.96

.97

.02

4.62

2.94

19.38

2.87

.01

4.10

2.10

21. 50

4.54

Release

3.37

1.68

24.43

7.27

--

The mean peak angular velocities were no totally in
sequence from hip to wrist joint, but they do follow similar
patterns of other throwing motions.
The peaks serve as indicators
to show when the body segments were rotating the fast st about lh
joints.
The peak mean angular velocities for the hip and sh
Ider
occured at
pproximately the same time interval of .06 seconds
prior to reI ase.
The peak mean value of 6.10 r-dians per second
was recorded for the hip at both .06 and .05 seconds before
release, with the shoulder peak mean value of
.76 radians per
second at .06 seconds.
These mean pea values are identified wi h
the graphical illustration of the soccer throw-in motIon in Figure
2.
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Figure 2.
Sequential movement patterns of the throw-in
with peak mean angular velocities and time occurence.
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Ibow,
As the hip rL a_ed forward initially, the shoulder,
and wrist were rot ting in a negative direction.
Then h
shoulder joint began moving in a positive direction, and the elbow
and wri t joint gained larger velocities.
The peak mecn angular
veloci ies for the elbow and wrist occured a
the moment of
release.
The value for the m -an peak angular v_locity of the
elbow was 24.43 radians per second, and th
mean peak angular
velDcity of the wrIst was 7.27 radians per second.
The wrist
JDint showed a SlIght deceleration pri r tD t
final p a~ a
release.
This is indicat ve of a final cocking of the ball as the
other segments were rDtating forward in a pDsi ive direction.
The fore and aft (X) and v rtical (V) for es measured in his
study involved the lead foot p acement Dn th r r e plat orm.
As
he subject planted the fODt, a positIve for
al
aft force
occured du to the heel strike pushing forward.
The vertic I
free also occur d in a positive direction s som
f the pia: r s
body weight was supported on the lead foot.
Th
ore and
fo ce had a mean peak at .12 seconds priDr to release of 866.66
Newtons.
A terwards, the remainder of th throw caused a r du-ad
fore and aft force to occur.
As the faD flatten~d ou on the
ground, and the upper body began the rotation forward, the +ore
and aft force mDved in a downl"Jar-d or negative directIcm.
rhis can
be identified on the illustration of mean fore and f
forces in
Figur·e 3.
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The mean vertical force peaked at .12 seconds prior to
release, and moved in a downward, negative direction to the
release point.
ThiS pattern is displayed in the illustration of
mean vertical forces in Figure 4.
The body weight began to come
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Mean vertical forces.

Over the front foot as the body rotated forward, and the body wa~
drawn away from the groLmd as the ball was released.
A mean value
of 385 Newtons 184.7 pounds) was found at the moment of release.
None of the players had a body weight of less than 130 pounds, 90
the mean value of 84.7 pounds for the vertical force at release
indic2tes that the body was lifting off of the ground as the upper
body rotated quici:ly above it.
The projectile motion kinematic parameters investigated in
this study included angle of release, instantaneous velocity,
height of release, and estimated distance.
The mean values
recorded for the twelve players in this study are shown in Table
11.
The mean angle of release was 29.17 degrees, mean
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instantaneous velocity as 18.31 meters per second, and mean
height of release was 2.32 m ters.
The mean es imated distanc ,
calculated by utIlIzing the previous hree d ta, was 32.38 meters.
The mean actual distance was 23.14 mete s.
The difference be we en
estimated and actual distanc
wa calculated to be 9. 4 meters.

TABLE 11.

PROJECTIU: MOTION

KINEMATIC MEAN DATA FOR
STAGGERED STANCE TIlROl.'-IN

N

~

12)
SD

X
ANGLE 01" RELEASE

29.17 DEGREES

lNSTANTANEOUS VELOCITY

18.31

~IETERS

4.91
PER SECOND

1. 22

2.32 METERS

.15

ESTIMATED DISTANCE

32.38 METERS

3.28

ACTUAL DISTANCE

23.14 METERS

J.t,)

HEIGHT OF RELEASE

DIFFERENCE

9.24 IETERS

DISCUSSION
The t rOW-In is designed to limIt throwing the ball lonq
distances by requiring simul aneous movement of the upper body
segments and continuous contact of the feet with the gro nd.
The
throw-in has been typIcally used to get the all
ac~ Into play
qUIckly, and thus, th
throw-in for long distances i~ not
commonly Llsed.
Th need for different strategies to implement 11
attack has mOre recently focused attention on he v~l
of USln
the throw-in for long distances.
McKeon and Schmid (19bSI,
Vogelsinger (19731, and Lapshin (19791 conSIder it important to be
able 0 throw th
ball long distances,
ather Hid" simply puttln
the ball back into play.
These authors are exr ri nced coaches
an realize the poten lal ben fits for long throws.
It has been reported by Cooper, Adrian, and Gla.ssow (1982)
.nd Kreighbaum nd Barthels (19851 that thrOWIng motions are
involv d WIth proximal-to-distal action of the body segment.
O'Connell and Gardn r (1972) reported the iniLi
i n of t e
mov ment by the larger, more prOXimal body segmel ts. The Ilght9r
nd srn 11 r dista1 parts benefit from the transfer 0
momentum
from these larger segm nts, and then increase in velocity un ]
'th
important point of release.
In normal overhand throwng
pattern studies, the body is rotating in di fe ant planes 0
movement, aspeci lly in the transverse or horizontal pIa le.
Th_
soccer throw-in, because of it's unique two-handed molion moving
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tile ball to I"elease, has minimal if any rotation along the polar
a~is.
Therefore, almost all movement is restricted to the
sagittal plane.
As a result, their movement can be recorded with
• single camera which provides a two-dimensional view.
The ability to perform a long throw-in allows the team more
options when given the opportunity to perform this skill.
The use
of a running approach aids in throwing for long distances.
DiClemente (1968) writes that momentum attained by a short run can
be combined with other forces in the forward movement pattern,
thereby giving greater power to the ball release, and eliciting
longer tl-,rows.
The previous studies of ground reaction forces involved in
throwing motions has provided some basis for the kinetics studied
in this investigation.
In the staggered stance throw-in, the lead
foot plants, and the upper body rotates forward.
A description by
Lueft (1965) discusses the combination of stance and body rotation
when throwing the ball long distances.
The momentum of this
rolation caused the ~ody to be drawn upward away from the
supporting surface.
The use of the force platform also serves as
a clleck to determi ne if the pi ayer broke contact wi th the ground
befure release, which is a violation of the law concerning the
throw-in.
The transfer of momentum fFom the planting of the feet
to the rotation of the upper body parts requires some ~dditional
investigation.
In the present stUdy, the ground reaction forces
indi c"!.i-e that the body uses the It~ad foot to stop the moving body
and tr'ansl.E,te thi 5 momentum to th.? upper body parts.
After the
upper' body piO\rt.s begi 11 rotati ng at a greater VE'1 oci ty, ttle body is
drawn up and away from the ground.
This was clearly seen in the
suits of both vertical and fore and aft forces.
Both of these
forces diminished in magnitude nearer the moment of release.
Another more recent development in this skill has been the
use of a front flip by the thrower to project the ball longer
distances then with the conventional stances.
The pl~yer
approaches the touch-line and placeg the ball onto the ground
while performing a handspring flip over the ball.
The thrower
retates at very high speeds and lands on both feet, and using both
handS, performs a legal threw-in for very long distances.
A
plC',yer fr-om the University of Virginia could throw the ball over
50 yards in games (Gammon, 1982).
This unusual skill, whi.ch is
looked upon unfavorably by FIFA, needs to be studied to determine
the magnitude of the velocities generated by this technique.
A
cQm~arison with the traditional
staggered stance throw-in may find
significant biomechanical differences.
The study of the projectile motion facters involved with the
soccer throw-in were of importance in this investigation because
they resulted frem many factors.
The angular velocities of the
upppr body and the ground reaction forces all contribute to the
final forces imparted to the ball to project it maximum distances.
The projectile motion kinematic pa~ameters investigated in this
study included angle of release, instantaneous velocity, height of
release, and estimated distance.
The instantaneous velocity of the ball at release is of
impartance in the throw for maximu~ distance.
It has been
suggested by Miller and Nelson (1973) that coaches should stress
improvement of release velocity at the expense of height of
release and release angle.
Dyson (1977) explains the importance
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of instantaneous velocity and angle of releasH as follows:
1.
The speed of release is the factor of greatest
importance, as emphasized earlier ...
2.
For a given speed, the most important variable is
the angle of projection .Dyson, 1977; p. 228).
A biomechanical evaluation of a single play r performin
the
throw-in was performed at the University of Delaw re by Kline and
Samonisky (1981).
These investigators used
in m ographica]
an lysis to examine several kinematic parameter.
he player 11'I 5
fIlmed ,from the fr·unt, side, and rear for differ lit thr·m~s using
one camera.
Kline (1980) reported the following da d and
observations:
1.
Fe t traveled 9 feet 12.7 meters) thr uglr stop, hop,
stride.
2.
Ball was released from a height of 6.7 f.et 1:'.01
met.ers) .
Angle of release was 25 degrees above the horlzont.al.
4.
L.ow tr-ajectory increased speed, decrea ed I,~ ng time.
Thrown ball traveling 47 miles per hour 121.10 me ers per
second) .
6.
R.le se to target time 2.2 to 2.4 seconrls.
7.
ReI .se to target distance 35-45 yards (31.85 - 40.95
rnel:er·s) •
8.
Ball made 7.5 revolutions in a back spin rotalion.
(Paper presented at meeting of NSCAA, Janu ry, 19Bu).
Much of the data from this present study was stmil r to tha
presented by Kline.
The data suppor~ that the var-iables th·t can
be altered more eaSIly ar-e the angle 0
releas
and insantsn 'ous
velocity.
The throw-in for maximum distance may require the
projecti on angl e to be apprm: i mat 1 y 25 to 30 deg ees ~ove t~l'"
horizontal to attain m ximum angular velocities of the moving hody
s gments, and incr·ease the horizontal velocity componer,t of t e
b 11 in flight.
At least one soccer ball manufacturer, the W. H. Brin
company located in the United States, has addr- ss_d the issu
0+
ai r resi stance.
They have produced a soccer ball, c 11 ed th
Wi I',d
Channeling Ball, that they believe produces a truer flight and is
affected less by air resistance.
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